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                            WINDOGE95 Introduction

...You press the "switch on" button on your desktop...You go to make a cup of coffee
and your computer is still loading the Windows 95 operating sytem.

*insert windows audio*

...You do not care about the wait..(Back in the day there were also hectic days)....You
know you could trust your operating system!..Patience is the key!

...You take one sip from your cup of coffee and before you start working you decide to
play for 10 minutes an arcade game! Ahhhh....The thrill!!! The "Go right Button" is
always pressed am i right? Otherwise how can you prove yourself as a retro gamer?

...Ah the times....you insert the floppy disk (Youngsters look it up!), wait for the
boot...Again, you do not care, because patience is the key!

...Time goes by, you learn about crypto...You learn about DOGE!!! So much WooF
WooF!

...Now you are into Decentralized Finance, you hear about reflection tokens and
elastic supply...

...Do you know what you have not forgotten? The simple times...When you could get a
cup coffee while switching on your trusted operating system and play for a little while
your favourite arcade game!

In Windoge95 we bring back this gaming nostalgia! We keep up with the
needs/evolution of the market, while retaining the so needed nostalgia and calmness
from the past!

——— Such Doge, Much WoW, So windows95 ——-  
                         "Let the Arcade Games, Begin" 



The contract keeps track in an array of all token holders.
The contract keeps an index into the array for processing.
Every transaction processes a certain number of users, depending on the
transaction size (bigger token transfers can process more, since the gas will still
be proportionally less than the value of the tokens).
The token is based on a Dividend-Paying Token Standard, which means all
$DOGE the contract gains will be split equally proportionally to the token
holders. 
When a user is processed, the contract checks how many withdraw-able
dividends they have, and if it is above the minimum threshold for auto-claims,
will either automatically claim those dividends for $DOGE, or automatically
buy back tokens for them. 

 

         How does Windoge95 reflection mechanism work?

You get rewarded in $DOGE instead of tokens. The token contract employs a static
rewards system.

This system is fully automated and doesn't add minimal gas fees proportional to
value transferred. 

The number of holders processed through each transaction is dynamic and based
on transaction size. Holders will receive dividends from the queue based on their
position in the array. It's a fair system, fully automated. 

In Windoge95 there is no minimum amount of total supply you have to hold in order
to receive $DOGE distributions.  You only need to Activate your wallet to be eligible.



 

         Let's Keep it Simple.
 

What could be more simple than a flowchart? As we said, we long for the old/simpler
times... 

A buy tax of 10% is implemented. 
- 2% Goes to a Buy - Back Wallet. This gives the team the unique chance to buy back
and burn and also put into Liquidity.
- 4% Goes to Marketing to fuel our Nostalgia.
- 4% Is our Reflection in $DOGE rewards.

A sell tax of 3% is put upon the 10% buy tax , making it a total of 13%. These 3% is
equally distributed to 3 portions ( Buy-Back Wallet, Marketing, Reflection).



 

             Play Arcade Games
 
 

We cannot bring back the nostalgia of the good old times, if we don't implement
playable arcade games!

Come to Windoge95 and prove you are a retro arcade gamer!

How?

Check the website as we will always develop more and more!

Will you be the Arcade champion?

         



TOKENS FOR PANCAKE LIQUIDITY : 10% of total supply
TOKENS BURNT BEFORE LAUNCH : 90% of total supply

 

             Token Information

 Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
Tokenname: WINDOGE95
Ticker: WNDG95
Contract address: 0x956ca51cc658835ca589eba83fe0ae12e5b7e5e5
Decimals: 9

  TOTAL SUPPLY : 1,000,000,000 $WNDG95

              
                
                  Other features

Anti-Whale 

No project wants whales that are able to dump large amount of tokens. $WNDG95
fixed this issue by setting max wallet allowance to 1% of the total supply.

Extra 3% Sell fee

 Swing trading is a common practice that can affect price action. To incentive
holders and reducing pump/dump dynamics, we added an extra 3% sell fee on top
of the initial 10% transaction fee.Total sell fee = 13%.



 

             Conclusion
 
 

Windoge95 is reflection token on binance smart chain with $DOGE rewards.

Max Wallet prevents whale formation and the sell tax fee discourages swing traders.

The reflection mechanism will give $WNDG95 Holders one more reason to hold!

Participate in our Arcade Games and be the Arcade Champion.

 ——— Such Doge, Much WoW, So windows95 ——- 

                       "Let the Arcade Games, Begin"


